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We have an exceptionally dedicated and passionate membership in this organization... Thank
you for your support! Something equally exciting is that our list of members, board of directors
and board of advisors are growing. We started this fiscal year with about 31 members. By the
end of this year, we hope to see more than double that number of regular members, corporate
members and additional corporate sponsors signed up, because of our new website capability.
Also, we are bringing on Highly Qualified Personnel or HQP, as Allan calls them. These are new
additions to our Board and Advisory Council. This is expected to resonate more with both the
public and private sectors as well as result in more interest and registrations from new
members. We intend to continue building our organization’s credibility in this manner.
With this and several other positive changes that are occurring to our organizational structure
and governance, we are seeing increased energy and excitement at the executive and board
level! We look forward to FECC successes in achieving our Fusion Mission!
Chris just mentioned in his report, a number of key milestones that we have achieved in the
past year. One of those accomplishments is that we have our new website up and running and
live! It is at www.FusionenergyCanada.ca This website allows us to sign up new members and
grow our membership presence nationally across Canada. It’s membership sign up and pay
function has just recently become fully operational and now allows for online registration for
members and payment by credit card.
So if you have not yet done so, again, you can visit our website at www.FusionenergyCanada.ca
and click on “Become a Member” under the “Join Fusion” Heading.
You can choose from Regular Member at $50, Corporate Member at $1000 and Sponsor at
$5000.
The portal is encrypted and secure and will take your credit card payment on line and then
deposit it directly into our FECC ATB bank account.
Non Canadians or those living in the USA or other Countries can still sign up as members and
get all the benefits of membership except that they will not be given a vote at the AGM.
It’s fast and easy to sign up. Like Nike says: “Just do it.” Log in and sign up.
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